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Maryjo Bedford, Owner 
Adams Nursery & Garden Center, Lancaster, NY 
 

Customer-Focus Positions Adams Nursery & Garden Center Within Top 10 Nurseries 
of the State 
 

Listed as one of the largest nurseries in Western New York, 
Adams Nursery & Garden Center has created its niche as a 
grower and retail business, developing a following of loyal 
customers in both the retail and wholesale markets, who flock 
to the Lancaster, NY-based store for its breadth and depth in 
trees, shrubs, perennials, annuals, seasonal decor and 
plants, and unique, one-of-a-kind gifts. With all that the retailer 
brings to the table, it’s no surprise that it was selected as the 
ninth “Best Garden Center & Nursery” in New York by the 
blog Best Things New York. 
 
“I couldn’t believe it,” Owner Maryjo Bedford (pictured, left) 
says of the title. “We are so honored. It feels incredible to be 
selected as number nine out of the entire state of New York.”  
 

Being in the business for more than two decades, Maryjo and her business partner, Steve 
Bedford, got their start as wholesale growers. With expansion on their minds, they purchased 
another wholesale nursery and transitioned it to a retail garden center.  
 
Their experience as growers helps them produce a lot of the product for both businesses. Adams 
Nursery’s signature offerings are not separated by retail and wholesale – both clients shop from 
one selection in the user-friendly nursery yard. This allows the retailer to keep product fresh and 
in pristine shape for both retail and wholesale customers. 
 

 
 
Adams Nursery carries a lot of unusual, big trees that a lot of surrounding nurseries don’t have 
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the ability to sell, garnering popularity for the nursery among landscapers and lawn enthusiasts 
alike.  
 
In addition to the selection of green goods, the retailer stands out with its dedication to and focus 
on seasons and holidays, especially Christmas, where the store’s greenhouse is transformed into 
what Maryjo deems a “winter wonderland.”  
 
“We set up 40 artificial trees and decorate them based on different themes,” she says. “We sell 
very unique ornaments and gifts, and people come here just for that. And, of course, we have 
Santa come visit, and we offer cookies and hot cocoa to patrons.” 
 

Adams Nursery’s selection of unique decor and gifts 
keeps customers stopping in year-round to see what’s 
new. The IGC Show in Chicago has been a huge 
resource for Maryjo when she’s buying unique items, 
gardening supplies and pottery. 
 
“We do a lot of different buying there,” she says. “And 
I always find a ton of really unique stuff.” The IGC 
Show and Monday Garden Center Tour are great for 
finding new display ideas, she says, as well as 
networking with other IGC owners and managers.  
 
“It’s nice to be able to sit down and have lunch while 
planning our buying for the next year,” Maryjo says. 

“And while we’re sitting there, we meet so many people. We actually met people from a 
neighboring garden center in Rochester, NY, that we never even knew about.” 
 
As a member of Garden Centers of America (GCA), Maryjo garners more product and 
merchandise display ideas from the annual GCA Summer Tours each June. “The tours are so 
impressive,” she says. “The biggest benefit to me was touring other garden centers and seeing 
their vision, their mindset and what they were doing in their stores.”  
 
The retail wake-up call helped Maryjo take back ideas for her garden center that she would have 
never thought of otherwise. And helped spur thoughts of future additions she’d like to make to 
diversify the store’s retail offerings even further. 
 
“We don’t have a florist here, so that’s one thing I would 
eventually like to do,” she says.  
 
 
Putting the Customer First 
 
Even though they bought an existing wholesale nursery 
business, Maryjo and Steve basically started the retail 
operation from scratch by demolishing the structures and 
slowly building it back up. “The new structure is all energy-
efficient, and it’s the largest nursery of its kind in Western 
New York,” she says. 
 
The past year and a half has been especially busy for the 
retailer, as the parking lot was repaved to be more user-
friendly. Other retail shakeups, such as bringing in new, fresh 
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product, keep customers entertained with the offerings. 
 
The store’s layout and flow was designed so it’s easy to navigate and engaging. The front 
entrance is set up with eye-catching displays, grab-and-go containers and other ready-made 
items that Maryjo has purchased at the IGC Show.  
 
“We make up a lot of pre-planted pots, because the generation now wants everything ready to 
go,” she says. “They don’t want to do the work – they’re too busy, and they just want to put it on 
their porch in an instant.” 
 

Beyond the entrance, the store is broken up into sections, 
with areas dedicated to fertilizers and supplies, fairy 
gardens, and birding and pet, to name a few. 
Coordinating displays populate each section and bring life 
to the product.  
 
The greenhouse is laid out in the same way. The retailer’s 
popular hanging baskets are suspended from the rafters, 
while other plants are displayed on traditional tables for 
easy shopping, then vignettes stationed around the 
greenhouse showcase what customers can do with their 
own gardens and landscapes. Benches are strategically 
placed among the sea of plants to offer customers a 
place to relax and soak in nature’s beauty. 
 
Keeping the customer and her needs top-of-mind, Maryjo 
has developed two different design services to suit every 

type of gardener. The first draws out a quick sketch in front of customers for free, giving the DIY 
customer a jumping-off point. The second is more involved, providing a detailed landscape plan 
that includes a drawing of the customer’s front yard, photos of plants and cost estimates. A $100 
deposit is collected for this service, then $75 is deducted from the customer’s plant purchase of 
$300 or more. For an additional fee, the customer’s backyard could be included in the design 
service. 
 
The retailer’s habit of always putting the customer first, coupled with its variety of product, plants 
and services, has helped Adams Nursery & Garden Center win the hearts of gardeners and earn 
the title of one of the best nurseries and garden centers in the state. With the past as an indicator 
of what’s to come, Adams Nursery & Garden Center has a bright future and many, many years of 
business ahead. 

    


